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Abstract— Intelligent Transport System (ITS) strategies can
significantly reduce CO2 emissions of vehicles. Since the impact
of ITS measures is highly dependent on driver acceptance and
compliance rates, it is important to study the response of human
drivers to new ITS strategies (the “human factor”). However,
there is currently no low-cost yet effective method to investigate
the human factor. Conventional driving simulators offer high
realism of the driving and traffic environment, but they are
expensive, not easily accessible, and restricted to one driver at
a time, and hence make it difficult to conduct large-scale behav-
ioral studies. Web-based survey methods are accessible but they
do not allow to capture a person’s moment-by-moment driving
behavior. Therefore, we propose OpenEnergySim, an online
multi-user three-dimensional (3D) simulation space based on
emerging 3D Internet technology. OpenEnergySim can provide
three functions in a realistic and integrated environment: (1)
driving simulation of multiple users (as graphical ‘avatars’)
in a simulated traffic network by using computer keyboard
or game wheel; (2) visualization of the result of microscopic
traffic simulation and (metaphoric) visualization of CO2 emis-
sions; (3) a shared real-time collaboration space for testing
and comparing the effects of “green” ITS strategies on CO2

emission reduction. Those features make OpenEnergySim a
highly accessible platform for conducting behavioral studies in
the transport domain. Since driving simulators have to address
behavioral validity concerns, we will present results of a study
where “car following” behavior in the virtual world is compared
to both real-world data and Gipps’ car-following model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Japan, about 20% of CO2 emissions can be attributed

to traffic.1 Intelligent Transport System (ITS) measures such

as eco-driving, eco-routing, and information provision have

the potential to induce energy-efficient driving and trans-

portation, and consequently reduce CO2 emissions. However,

the success of “green” ITS measures crucially depends

on drivers’ compliance and acceptance rates (the “human

factor”).

Therefore, effective tools for estimating the effect of

“green” ITS strategies on CO2 emission are required. Con-

ventional methods such as high-tech driving simulators

(e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4]) are inadequate because of their high

cost and thus low accessibility, which makes behavioral data
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collection difficult. On the other hand, web-based surveys

(e.g. [5]) provide high accessibility, but restrict the type of

data obtained to high-level decision making on route choice.

This limitation leaves out instantaneous driving behavior

such as acceleration or deceleration, which is important to

assess the energy-efficiency of driving [6].

To overcome the limitations of conventional methods,

we propose OpenEnergySim as a novel behavioral data

collection platform for studying the effect of ITS strategies

on driving behavior, with the goal of CO2 emission reduction

[7]. OpenEnergySim is an ITS application based on emerging

3D Internet technology [8], in particular the open source

OpenSim virtual world simulator.2 OpenSim is a networked

(online) multi-user three-dimensional (3D) virtual world,

where users are represented as ‘avatars’ (graphical self-

representations) that can interact with each other and objects

in the virtual worlds, such as (virtual) cars or road furniture.

OpenEnergySim has the following salient features.

• Multi-User Immersive Driving. Multiple users can con-

nect to OpenEnergySim simultaneously and participate

(‘immerse’) as drivers by means of their avatars.

• High Accessibility. OpenEnergySim can be accessed

easily by Internet and unlike most game engines, there

are no licensing issues.

• Realistic Visualization and Integration of Simulation

Results. The result of the simulations of traffic, pedes-

trians, environmental conditions, etc can be visualized

with a high level of realism. Traffic simulation is

synchronized with users’ driving behavior.

• Shared Collaborative Space. Users can collaborate on

testing new ITS strategies based on shared visualiza-

tions of the traffic scenario.

The multi-user driving feature is important, since driving

behavior is highly influenced by the behavior of surrounding

vehicles. In OpenEnergySim, we can study the inter-driver

behavior among user-controlled cars. Together with the ac-

cessibility feature, conducting large-scale behavioral studies

becomes possible, which is important to obtain sound results

on the impact of ITS. The visualization of multiple traffic-

related phenomena in the virtual world supports a ‘holistic’

view on the research problem. The integration of immersive

user driving with simulated traffic allows us conduct realistic

traffic scenarios involving a large number of vehicles [9]. In

addition, multiple users can experience the effect of “green”

ITS strategies in different roles, as drivers, pedestrians,

researchers, and so on, with their different interests, such as

2http://opensimulator.org/
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convenience, life quality (air pollution, noise, etc), or safety.

OpenEnergySim leverages our previously developed tech-

nologies for:

• virtual world scenario creation [10], [11],

• large-scale data visualization in virtual worlds [12], and

• user studies in virtual worlds [13], [14], [15].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, related work on conducting behavioral studies

with driving (and travel) simulators will be discussed. Sec-

tion III will explain the key components and features of the

OpenEnergySim application. In Section IV, the “car follow-

ing” experiment will be described. Section V summarizes

and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

To estimate the impact of new ITS measures such as

eco-friendly driving and routing, or “Park & Ride”, it is

important to analyze the response of drivers to those ITS

measures. Several researchers investigate the “human factor”

by conducting dedicated driver behavior studies. The main

methods are: (1) driving simulator experiments, and (2)

interactive web-based surveys.

Several car companies and research institutes in USA and

Europe have developed driving simulators [1], [2], [16], [4].

In Japan, a driving simulator has been developed at the

University of Tokyo [3] as part of the “Sustainable ITS

Project” [17]. Driving simulators aim at high realism of

the driving experience by providing hardware installations

such as a cockpit of a real car and a sophisticated high-tech

display system. The driving simulator of the University of

Tokyo has been used to conduct behavioral studies on sag and

merging/diverging sections on expressways in Japan [18].

Although driving simulators provide detailed information

about the driver’s moment-by-moment driving behavior and

reaction to ITS measures, they have serious limitations: (1)

the cost of constructing and maintaining a driving simulator

is prohibitively high, and (2) only one person at a time

can experience the simulation. As a consequence of the

first limitation, it is difficult to obtain the sample size

necessary to draw valid conclusions from the experiment.

Since driving behavior is highly influenced by the behavior

of surrounding vehicles, it is desirable to let multiple human

drivers participate in the experiment at the same time. This

is not possible with currently available driving simulators.

To overcome the problem of small sample size, researchers

started to use interactive web-sites as an alternative to driving

simulators. At the Delft University of Technology, a travel

simulator was developed in the Travel Simulator Laboratory

[5]. The travel simulator is embedded in an interactive web-

site that provides choices about travel routes to the user. The

user may experience the effect of route choice by imposed

waiting times of the travel session. For instance, a congestion

will slow down the progress of the travel session.

A web-based simulator is well suited to investigate drivers’

high-level decision making about ITS installments, such as

choosing a route. Because of the high accessibility of web-

sites, it is easy to collect data from a large group of people.

However, this approach has the following restrictions: (1) it

is not designed to capture a driver’s instantaneous driving

behavior and (2) the level of realism to mimic the actual

driving experience is low.

An important component of behavioral studies in the

transport domain are traffic simulators that can generate the

movement of individual cars (microscopic traffic). There ex-

ist several commercial software packages for simulating and

visualizing microscopic traffic, including the VISSIM (PTV)

or AIMSUN (TSS) developed in Europe (see [6] for an

overview), or Avenue (i-Transport Lab) developed in Japan

[19]. While those systems are full-fledged environments for

traffic engineering, the main purpose of their 3D visual-

ization component is advertisement and presentation, rather

than driving experiments. An exception is the commercial

software UC-win/Road, which integrates traffic simulation

with different types of driving simulators [20]. However, as

a stand-alone application, driving is restricted to a single user

(driver).

A different perspective on integrating traffic simulation

and individual driving behavior has been taken by researchers

at Kyoto University [21]. First, behavior models are obtained

by (i) logging data from a driving simulator and (ii) in-

terviews to distill driving rules. Then, the resulting driver

behavior models are fed into a multi-agent based traffic

simulation, and their effect on traffic patterns is analyzed.

Researchers at IBM Research Tokyo have developed MAS-

MITS (“Metropolitan-Area Scale Microscopic Traffic Simu-

lator”), an agent-based traffic simulator which is claimed to

simulate millions of cars [22]. Similar to the Kyoto group,

the goal of the IBM researchers is to integrate different driver

models with the traffic simulator and study its overall effect,

e.g. on the road network of Kyoto. This approach is now also

being applied to investigating the impact of driving behavior

on CO2 emission at city level [23]. Note that the purpose

of those researches is different from ours. In our approach,

driving of multiple users and traffic is integrated in one

consistent simulation space (to analyze the “human factor”),

whereas those works obtain a driver model independently of

the targeted traffic simulation, and combine driver model and

traffic simulation in a second step.

As a method for sustainable transportation, we aim to an-

alyze the impact of “green” ITS measures on human driving

behavior, which will lead to more effective ITS measures.

On the other hand, the group at IBM [23] investigates the

effect of energy-reducing measures (e.g. traffic policies) on

the traffic flow of a city-wide area.

III. OPENENERGYSIM

OpenEnergySim [24] is a software platform for simulation

and testing in the field of sustainable transport, based on the

OpenSim virtual world simulator and OpenLibraryGrid,3 an

extensive set of technologies for content creation in virtual

worlds, developed at the National Institute of Informatics.

3http://www.globallabproject.net
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Fig. 1. Left: road furniture (traffic light, (variable) message sign, sensor). Middle: persistent traffic simulation. Right: immersive driving.

As a first application scenario, we modeled a part of

Kashiwa, a prefecture of Tokyo, as a 3D virtual world

(see Fig. 1). The purpose is to collect data on (1) driving

behavior changes induced by online information on eco-

friendly driving and (2) travel behavior changes due to the

“Park & Ride” ITS measure. The latter ITS strategy is

expected to re-direct traffic from the highway (Interchange)

to Lalaport, where drivers can park their car and take a train

to Tokyo for free. OpenEnergySim is now in its testing phase

as an environment for estimating the effect of ITS measures

on CO2 emission reduction.

We will now describe the main modules and compo-

nents of OpenEnergySim. Since OpenEnergySim is based

on multi-user networked virtual worlds technology, its archi-

tecture consists of a server module and a client module. The

responsibility of the server module is to coordinate the traffic

simulator and its visualization in OpenSim, while accepting

input from client-side user interaction, specifically users’

driving behavior. The most important server components are:

• The X-Roads traffic simulator (TS) component gener-

ates the trajectories of individual vehicles (microscopic

traffic) based on established traffic models [25], [9].

• The data rate converter component handles the data

synchronization between the TS and user driven vehi-

cles in the virtual world. Integrating server-side com-

puter generated traffic and client-side user driving is

a challenging task in a networked environment due to

network lags between the server and the distributed

clients. We use prioritization and merging techniques

to achieve a consistent user (driving) experience for all

clients participating in the simulation.

• The CO2 emission simulator generates (metaphoric)

visualizations of emission. We currently employ ‘cloud’

animations above some key areas (highway, intersec-

tion, etc) that can change color and size depending on

the emission level of the cars within the specified area.

• The user interface component supports the dynamic

manipulation of road furniture (message signs, sensors,

etc) and user interface elements such as a (interface)

‘button’ to create a user-controlled car.

• The pedestrian simulator generates movements of ‘bots’

(agents controlled by a computer program rather than

the user). Currently, it is used to demonstrate the effect

of increased traffic on pedestrians in Lalaport, the

destination of “Park & Ride” ITS measure.

• The event logging component stores the information

about computer-controlled and user-controlled cars (po-

sition, velocity) and road furniture (variable message

signs, traffic lights) in a central database. This infor-

mation is used to analyze users’ instantaneous driving

behavior and route choice.

An attractive feature of OpenEnergySim is that traffic and

user driving are generated at the same scale (resolution),

which may immerse the user in the traffic situation. However,

the level of immersion will greatly depend on the users’

actual driving experience in the virtual world. This is the

responsibility of the client module, which consists of two

main components.

• The vehicle physics engine governs the vehicle’s motion

dynamics.

• The driving (user) interface handles the hardware (game

wheel or keyboard) that users operate to control the

virtual car.

The users’ driving experience crucially depends on the

smooth interplay between those two components. In com-

puter game applications, both components are hosted in the

client machine, which has the advantage of easy integration,

but often suffers from licensing issues of the game software

and hence, restricted accessibility. In a networked environ-

ment like OpenSim, a generic physics engine is located on

the server, while the dynamic force values are calculated by

the vehicle’s client-side physics engine.

IV. CAR-FOLLOWING EXPERIMENT

The purpose of our experimental study was to determine

the suitability of OpenEnergySim for collecting realistic

behavioral data of drivers. To validate driving in OpenEn-

ergySim, we chose ‘car-following’ as a simple yet common

task for which both real-world data and mathematical models

are available. Thus, we are interested in behavioral rather

than physical validation of driving in OpenEnergySim. Be-

havioral validation refers to the degree that the simulator

induces the same behavior of the driver as would be shown

in the real world under similar circumstances [4].4

4Physical validity measures the level to which the simulator reproduces
the dynamics of the vehicle being modeled.
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Fig. 2. Observer’s view on the setup, where each of the three human
drivers follows the car in front, forming a row of four cars. The lead car is
computer-controlled and determines the route.

Fig. 3. Visualization of the experiment from the subject’s perspective. On
the bottom-left of the screen, a speedometer is located.

In line with [26], we understand validity as a task-

dependent concept. Hence, our hypothesis is that we can

reproduce realistic car-following behavior in the virtual

world. This is important since the generated data can be

used to calibrate simulation models for new technologies

such as driver assistance systems, or situations that are hard

to observe (rubber necking, sag curves, etc).

The generated data will be compared to real-world data

and Gipps’ model [27]. Regarding the first type, the behavior

of the (computer-controlled) lead car has been extracted

from trajectory data of the Interstate 80 (I-80) freeway

data-set, provided by the Federal Highway Administration

(Publication number: FHAW-HRT-06-137).

A. Design and Procedure

As a testing environment, we used a part of virtual

Kashiwa (see Sect. III), which consists of two highway

sections joined together by close curves at the extremes. As

traffic engineers considered a study with three drivers (‘fol-

lowers’) as an optimal number for analyzing car-following

behavior, three subjects were invited to the study. Their task

was to follow the car in front at a safe distance (whereby

the first user-controlled car followed the computer-controlled

lead car). In order to obtain sufficient data for behavioral

comparison, the drivers were asked to drive for 3 hours

and 15 minutes. Figure 2 depicts the experiment from an

observer’s perspective and Fig. 3 shows the view the second-

last driver at the same moment.

Fig. 4. Car following with constant speed at different following distances.
At larger distance, the following vehicle overreacts when decelerating (a),
whereas at very close distance the following vehicle travels smoothly (b).

Subjects were seated in front of 23 inch screens and drove

the virtual cars using Logitech G27 Gaming Wheels.5 To

drive a car, the subjects simply had to instantiate (“fetch”) a

car by pressing a dedicated button in the environment, and

then press the “Drive” option. This operation seats the user’s

avatar in the virtual car. Driving is then activated by setting

the gear and acceleration with the gas pedal.

B. Results

We logged the x, y, and z positions of the user-driven ve-

hicles as well as the status of the steering wheel and driving

pedals to a database. Because the raw position data are in

three-dimensional space, data had to be transformed into a

time–space relationship. This was achieved by transforming

the coordinates into the distance traveled on the lane of

the link. Using an algorithm for map matching of global

positioning system (GPS) information, all trajectories were

transformed into time–space relationships.

Then we used a time window to select the vehicles in

the database that are following directly behind each other. In

a last step, data from the end of the highway tracks were

removed to avoid corruption by synthetic conditions (the

curves). Effectively, we obtained about 100,000 data points,

which translate into about one hour recorded driving for each

of the three cars.

1) Comparison to Real-World Data: We have examined

car-following behavior from the recorded data with respect to

one-to-one following, braking maneuvers, and more complex

interaction between the vehicles.

The data show that short following distances result in very

smooth following behavior, while larger following distances

seem to cause the following vehicle to overreact on headway

changes. The overreaction decreases with more practice in

the driving environment, but can still be clearly seen in

Fig. 4(a), whereas such disturbances are absent in Fig. 4(b).

To investigate the roots of this phenomenon, we have

checked trajectory data from braking scenarios. The first

scenario is an emergency braking caused by a breakdown

on the I-80, which was also experienced by the subjects in

the experiment.

5http://www.logitech.com
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Fig. 5. Trajectories of braking scenarios. During an emergency brake of
the leading vehicle, the following vehicle reacts quickly enough and can
recover to normal following behavior after a short time (a). Sudden short
brakes do not cause any overreaction of the follower, but lead to an increased
following distance (b).

Figure 5(a) shows the trajectories of two following vehi-

cles. The vehicles can avoid an accident and show normal

recovery of speed after the incident. During the recovery

phase the headway of the cars is increased, but recovers

completely when constant traveling speed is restored. Thus,

the braking behavior appears normal and leads to expected

trajectories. Hence we speculate that the overreaction has its

roots in the perception of distance in the simulator.

Therefore we looked into the effect of the above mentioned

overreaction on following vehicles. By isolating a vehicle

that shows sudden braking due to overreaction on headway

changes, we found that cars following such a vehicle do

not experience a disruption of smooth flow, but that the

following-distance increases significantly in the period of

the sudden braking with a substantial recovery time (see

Fig. 5(b)). This indicates that the following-behavior of

single-lane traffic is reproduced well in the experiment. The

overreaction phenomenon needs to be addressed in more

detail in future work.

As a traffic situation for a more complex interaction,

we have simulated a highway on-ramp. Two vehicles are

traveling on the highway and a third vehicle will merge

into traffic from the on-ramp. Before merging, the entering

vehicle will pass the second vehicle on the highway on

the acceleration lane. This test showed that the merging

action has an effect on the highway traffic. While the first

vehicle keeps cruising at normal speed, the following vehicle

decreases its speed when becoming aware of the merging

vehicle. This phenomenon is well known and a partial cause

of capacity drops at on-ramps. Figure 6 shows the trajectories

of all three vehicles during the merging process. After the

merging was completed, the three vehicles on the highway

maintain a safe following distance in smooth following

behavior. The result of this more complex situation is that

interactions between cars on different lanes can be captured,

and thus, multi-lane experiments can be conducted in the

virtual environment.

Having the data checked by face value, we will now turn

to checking the data against an existing model for driving

behavior.

Fig. 6. Trajectories at a merging point where a vehicle enters a highway
after passing a vehicle on the acceleration lane. While the leading vehicle
cruises along the highway, the two following vehicles negotiate a following
distance.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the experiment outcome with the following behavior
described by the Gipps car following model. If drivers keep a safe distance
the following behavior is similar, but the experiment can produce unrealistic
short following distances due to the lack of feeling danger.

2) Comparison to Gipps’ Car-Following Model: With the

given data, a first-order car-following model like the one

from Gipps [27, p. 107] is the most appropriate candidate for

comparison. Applying the model to the data used before, one

can see that the Gipps model reacts similar to the recorded

data. This is shown in Fig. 7(a). The main difference is

that the drivers in the experiment sometimes chose smaller

following distances (see Fig. 7(b)). This finding can be

explained by two reasons: (1) drivers in the simulator have

no feeling of danger, and (2) the Gipps model—a collision

avoidance model—specifically avoids dangerous situations.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented OpenEnergySim, a platform for con-

ducting behavioral driver studies based on emerging 3D

Internet technology. In OpenEnergySim, multiple drivers can

participate simultaneously by simply connecting to the Open-

Sim virtual world simulator. The purpose of our experimental

space is test the impact of ITS measures on the reduction of

CO2 emission. A part of a prefecture of Tokyo has been set

up as a testing environment, and we will conduct a large-

scale study in the near future.

In order to estimate behavioral validity of our environment,

we have conducted a preliminary study on “car following”.
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The results of this experiment demonstrate the effectiveness

of virtual worlds for driving experiments. Critical issues are

the car-following at (dangerously) close distances (Fig. 4(b))

and the overreaction in terms of deceleration (Fig. 4(a)).

Although we could show that the effects are relatively small

(Fig. 5), these deviations would matter if used to calibrate

car-following models. Another issue is lateral instability of

driving in the virtual world due to a certain insensitivity of

steering. This problem has to be solved by optimizing the

communication between the game wheel operation and its

realization in driving in-world. We will address these issues

in our future work.

In the course of our studies on sustainable transportation,

we will also integrate OpenEnergySim with major CO2 emis-

sion models, such as the Comprehensive Modal Emission

Model (CMEM)6 developed at the UC Riverside, and the

Avenue traffic simulator7 developed at i-Transport Lab in

Japan.
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